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Abstract

Information visualisation has become a key element for empowering users to answer and produce new questions, make sense and create narratives about specific sets of information. Current technologies, such as Linked Data, have changed how researchers and professionals in the Humanities and the Heritage sector engage with information. Digital literacy is of concern in many sectors, but is especially of concern for Digital Humanities. This is due to the fact that the Humanities and Heritage sector face an important division based on digital literacy that produce gaps in the way research can be carried out. One way to overcome the challenge of digital literacy and improve access to information can be Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs), which allow a more meaningful and natural pathway for a wide range of users. TUIs make use of physical objects to interact with the computer. In particular, they can facilitate the interaction process between the user and a data visualisation system. This position paper discusses the opportunity to engage with Digital Humanities information via TUIs and data visualisation tools, offering new ways to analyse, investigate and interpret the past.
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1 Introduction

Heritage organisations and museums among others, have been pushed in the last decade to adopt Semantic Web and Web technologies among others. Such adoption, can take place as a sustaining or disruptive process [26]. Examples of this can be seen in the way the Digital Humanities use digital technologies (e.g., GIS, photogrammetry) to carry out research. Such technologies have shifted the way in which humanists and other researchers face challenges in their disciplines. Consequently, they are now, also, facing changes in their curriculum, working methodologies and organisational culture. For example, there has been arguments of how technology should push for a change in the scholarship and methodologies used and produced in Humanities research, beyond just using computers to perform a specific task such as tagging, writing, or searching [13]. Such disruption in the Humanities and the Heritage sector, arguably separates these professionals and audiences into two groups: the people that work with technology, and the people who do not. This produces an important gap in Humanities scholarship, since there are many technologies, commonly used by digital humanists, that can facilitate engagement and enable us to raise, and answer, new questions that were impossible to pose before.
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Usually, conveying information through a computer takes place through an interactive visualization system. Users are presented with data, and the system provides them interactive tools through which to add meaning, so they can transform it to information, and eventually knowledge. For users to engage with such information, they need to have a particular set of skills: technical and cognitive. Data visualization and information engagement can facilitate this process. Many humanists, academics and users with low digital literacy are trying to keep up to date, while others are becoming avid technology users. Terms such as the super-humanist [5], have been coined to describe specialists within their fields (e.g., Medieval Studies, Modern Literature) that also have the digital skills to produce algorithms, semantic databases, and complex automated analyses.

This observation motivates the main question we discuss in this paper: How can we use visualisation and interaction technologies (such as tangible interfaces shown in Figure 1, discussed here) to bridge the gap between scholars with different levels of digital literacy, in terms of engagement and making sense of digital information? How can we extend existing systems with visualisations in order to ameliorate the engagement with digital content, especially for humanists and users with low digital literacy and digital humanists alike? In this paper we discuss some considerations towards answering these questions. The structure of this paper is: Section 2 looks into information exploration practices in Digital Humanities and presents the challenges for low digital literacy researches to engage with it. Section 3 discusses how TUIs can enhance data visualization tools to empower a wider range of users to perform more complex tasks.

2 A New Way Forward through Visualisation

Regardless of how digital information is delivered, engaging with it has to be done through an interactive system. Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and specialist areas such as Tangible and Embodied Interaction have explored how Human Information Interaction (HII) can be used within the Heritage sector and Digital Humanities. Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) can facilitate the engagement with complex datasets [45], as well as reducing the complexity of an interactive system [4, 20]. We advocate that visualisation services and

Figure 1: Technical and Conceptual Skills Facilitated by TUIs
products can aid with the qualitative or quantitative decision making process [16] in Humanities. Visualisation, along with techniques such as data mining, cluster analysis, machine learning and text analytics enable users to analyse and query complex datasets [29]. Nonetheless, for these techniques to have wider adoption, users need to have technologic, technical and cognitive skills to use and apply them. In simple words, we should not expect general users (and some experts) to use regular-expressions or complex string of queries and parameters, when the vast majority of their searches on the Web are limited to no more than two keywords [17, 18, 21, 22, 44]. Visualisation systems can facilitate the production of narrative through visual depictions, as well as provide the tools to raise more specific queries on the data. But as mentioned before, visualization processes have to be tied to the possible transactions that users are meant to perform on the system. Figure 2, presents a query produced by a user with low digital skills through a TUI. The query implements diverse data fields, logic operators and keywords. This approach, can enable the technologic (e.g. scripting languages), technical (e.g. data fields, operators) and conceptual skills (e.g. logic, formulation) to carry out query transactions on the knowledge system.
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Figure 2: Complex query produced by a non digital expert through Pereda’s [34] TUI Query System

There is a wide range of visualisation interfaces that have aimed to facilitate such engagement in the Humanities. For example, with the Mandala Browser [12, 40] the user loads an XML encoded document of a play (e.g., Romeo and Juliet) and coloured dots appear around the periphery. The user can produce queries by joining these different dots, while visual links will show their relationship. Although the interface provides a meaningful approach for rich prospect browsing, to make sense of the visual relationships, users need to know beforehand what is the text about. In addition, although the system allows XPath queries, it is unlikely that non-super-users will have the skills make them.

Visualisations can help audiences make sense of the information they are looking at through graphic narratives. They can be used to understand social and ethnographic relationships, or used to help users to understand the relationships of characters in a story (e.g., Mandala Browser). They can also be used to explain how information relationships take place through visualisation systems such as the ‘Citation Map’ Panels of Web of Science [39], or meaning of Congregational legislation bills through machine learning as the ‘Many Bills’ visualisation by IBM [3]. However, data visualization can also undergo a data physicalization citeJansen2015 by embodying the data. Data physicalization can enhance the user-data transactions through perceptual exploration, data accessibility and engagement. Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go in terms of understanding how much interactive systems influence, or maybe even hinder the sense making process facilitated by the visualisation.

When working with large and complex datasets, users need the technologic, technical and conceptual empowerment to engage with them. For example, Semantic Web technologies have enabled Heritage organisations to create cross-domain and more explicit descriptions about objects in their collections. It is this way that many organisations interlink their knowledge with diverse domains through publishing in Linked Data format, such as Europeana, which gathers billions of records from over 3,000 organizations across Europe [10], or the British Museum which holds over 2,000,000 objects from 2,334,592 records [7]. Despite that Semantic Web technologies have eased such conceptualisation of collections, at least from a computing approach, the process of producing an aided narrative is still tied to the way people explore and visualize the information. This is to say that users will still need to understand how information is structured, the particular data model, and particularly how to manipulate and explore it.

Information systems need the structure and the freedom to explore through their own perspective. TUIs build up form epistemic activities by linking abstract and concrete concepts citeBakker2012. Manovich [30] described a view where narrative and databases are completely incompatible, since databases represent the world as lists of items. Alternatively, Semantic Web technologies and the use of ontologies, can be are used to describe the world [14, 15], thus challenging Manovich’s approach, thus providing a more organic engagement with the information. However, in the case of Linked Data knowledge graphs, to fully conceptualise something, users are required to access the information and data to interpret it themselves, as the system cannot explain something, unless the users know what they are looking at (See Figure 3). Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect users to fully engage with data models, heritage collections, and descriptions of objects only through visual narratives and without the engagement of deeper levels of the data. TUIs can promote experimentation through Piagetian learning by exploiting sensory-motor and bodily patterns [1, 37, 50], that can promote both freedom and structure to explore through different levels of complexity with such data systems.
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Figure 3: Europeana Data Model Event Oriented Ontology Example of Description

On one hand, visualisation approaches help users to engage with the information in different contexts, such as: Personal (e.g., “I wonder”), Stakeholder (e.g., user needs to know), Audience (e.g., user must need to know), Anticipated (e.g., might be interesting to know) and Potential (e.g., might be interesting to know) [25].
On the other hand, users will base their information navigational strategies based on their level of need of information [32] as defined by Taylor [48]: Visceral, which appears as users realises their need to know something, Conscious, which arises once the person realized they needed to know something, Formalised, where a user will know how to formulate a question and Compromised where the user is able to express the information through the specific terms and qualifications of the information system (e.g., query language, data model). This portrays a landscape of different skills that user will be expected to have in order to perform data transactions based on their information need and context. Information engagement systems require to help build an understanding of the information (e.g., data models, values), as well as the possible transactions (e.g., querying, filtering) and the background in which these take place. It is through in the intersection of visualisation (context) and interaction (transactions) that users are empowered to understand what to ask and how to ask for it. This presents a challenging scenario for non-super-humanists and low digital literacy users, where they are expected to engage with the logic, conceptualisation or sense making of a particular field of study as well as understanding how the interactive system is able to produce a meaningful data narrative for them.

3 Visualization and Interactive Systems

Since Kay’s inception of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) [41], the computer has become more accessible and people are producing new interactions with information, systems and even other people. Nowadays, GUIs are so widespread that they have become the standard way to engage with these interactions. Arguably, visualisation research has been constrained to these GUI techniques based by using small screens, clicking, selecting and dragging within a two-dimensional space [28]. This pixel limitation can hinder the engagement with the data [23]. Alternatively, early works by Perlman [36], Papert [33], Fitzmaurice [11] and Ishii [20] have challenged how we interact with the computer by bringing it “back to the real world” by using physical objects to interact with the computer through Tangible User Interfaces (TUI).

TUIs can enhance the way in which information is visualized (physicalization) and explored, especially within the different contexts and levels of need of information, where the user will require deeper stages of interaction with the information system (e.g. data fields). In the specific case of the Digital Humanities, this remains a key problem due to the marked division between the diverse levels of digital literacy and digital generations, and the technical and technologic complexity behind data transactions. Arguably, TUIs can promote such empowerment among the non-super-humanists and general audiences. TUIs can help with the system’s performance through physical activities [31] and reduce the interaction complexity [4, 20]. TUIs can also aid in the exploration of information by exploiting sensory-motor and bodily patterns [2, 38, 50].

Finally, TUIs can help making sense of complex sets of information by producing direct affordances on how information can be manipulated [43, 49], even among children [46].

TUIs have been used to perform data transactions and data visualizations to facilitate research, narrative and DH analytic approaches. For example, the Metatation system [6], which aims to ease literary criticism such as close reading, linked to slow analytical processes. This was done by using a digital pen, paper and a visualization output of the annotated texts. Making sense of the information system and the particular transactions that can be performed on it can be a challenging task. Nevertheless, examples of Tangible Query [42], Tangible Atoms [47], and Ullmer and Ishiis Token and Constrain TUI approaches [49] show how information from databases can be easily explored and manipulated through TUIs. In addition, Heritage organisations with large sets of data and that commonly use Semantic Web technologies, have particular ontological informations that users should arguably know, or be aware of, in order to engage with the full complexity of the information (e.g., Europeana Data Model, CIDOC CRM). An example of access to large datasets is the mARCHive [24], a mega-display data browser that enables the exploration of 80,000 records. Other systems such as Navigational Blocks [8], CubeQuery [27] and Stackables [19], present the opportunity to engage with the data through diverse query facets. In addition, such systems provide users the engagement with data fields, data types, values and logic. Nevertheless, TUI research is still on its infancy and despite the benefits shown by previous research, there is still much work to be carried out to integrate human behaviour within interactive systems so they can become part of our everyday life. Examples, such as the Deity Collector [35] and dTouch [9], present the opportunity to widely distribute TUI systems on the Web (Figure 4), thus advocating for a wider adoption. For example, the TUI Query System for Europeana [34] (Figure 2), builds upon providing access to TUI tools that can also enable the production of complex queries that use data fields, logic operators and multiple keywords.

4 Conclusion

The role of interactive systems and the way in which they are delivered to the user can have a strong impact on the effectiveness of the information visualisation. The Humanities and the Heritage sector are facing novel challenges due to the complexity and amount of information they have available, that can be used to produce new research questions and interpretations. Databases, corpora and digitally-born collections (e.g. digital media, metadata) are becoming more widespread, and these are increasingly also necessary to produce narratives and explorations for research. Although the adoption of Semantic Web technologies across the Humanities and the Heritage sector has enhanced the quality of the information and enabled its cross-domain implementation, it has also highlighted the technologic, technical, and conceptual challenges for non-digitally avid users to make use of it.

While visualisation systems have aimed to present information in a way that enables audiences to produce and answer research questions, there are still user needs that require them to engage with more low-level elements of the information system such as data fields and logic operators. TUIs can facilitate such engagement with the visualisation system and the data as well, particularly among
low digital literacy users. In the case of the Digital Humanities, the intersection of Visualisation and TUIs can clear the pathway for more meaningful production of narratives from information. This means that TUIs can enable non-experts and experts alike to make sense of what the information is about, how it is organised, and how they can use the specific system to make and develop further questions.
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